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Robin Sharma

The Titan Playbook

Aim for Iconic, Rise to Legendary, Make History

In an age of selfies, device addiction and superficial goals, 
how many of us are living in a way that is true to ourselves? 
Are we living a Titan life? Titans play in a whole different 
arena: it’s not about fitting in, it’s about standing out; it’s not 
about popularity; it’s about mastery; and it’s not about being 
served, it’s about serving. 

In The Titan Playbook, Robin Sharma shares his most 
advanced strategies, showing us how to build our days on our 
own terms, bulletproof our character, protect our willpower, 
align our lives, and re-value dignity, courage and grace. With 
Robin’s guidance and proven strategies, we can find the inspi-
ration to embrace the Titan within all of us.

Business & Economics/Leadership • 240 pp • On Sale: December 2019 • Rights available: World, all languages 
excluding British Commonwealth ex. Canada & India (HCUK); Portuguese in Portugal and Palop (Pergaminho); 
Serbian (Vulkan); Spanish and Catalan (Penguin Random House); Vietnamese (Tre Publishing House)

ROBIN SHARMA is one of 
the most respected experts on 
Leadership and Personal Mastery 
in the world today. He is a true 
pathblazer who has been on the 
razor’s edge of his field for over 20 
years. His work is being applied by 
NBA/NFL/NHL superstars, music 
legends and within organizations 
such as Nike, FedEx, GE, Microsoft, 
Starbucks, Oracle, YPO and NASA. 
Robin’s books have sold over 
15,000,000 copies and his social 
media posts influence over six hun-
dred million people each year.
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ROBIN SHARMA
The 5AM Club
Own Your Morning, Elevate Your Life

“Winning starts at your beginning. And your first hours are 
where the great heroes are made. Own your mornings and you’ll 
master your life.”

The 5AM Club tells the story of a successful entrepreneur, 
overwhelmed and on the verge of burning out. A chance 
meeting takes her on a journey of re-discovery, as she comes 
to a greater understanding of how to restore balance in her 
life. How? Wake up early, and with this “victory hour” reduce 
stress, increase productivity, unleash creativity, improve 
focus and look and feel better. 

The 5AM Club is Robin’s master work, featuring such bat-
tle-tested tools as his 20/20/20 Formula and the 5AM Medi-
tation. Timely and timeless, Robin shares with us what he 
knows from experience: Just one hour can change your life.

Self-Help/Personal Growth • 240 pp • On Sale: February 4, 2018 • Rights available: World, all languages ex-
cluding British Commonwealth ex. Canada & India (HCUK); Portuguese in Portugal and Palop (Pergaminho); 
Serbian (Vulkan); Spanish and Catalan (Penguin Random House); Vietnamese (Tre Publishing House)
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ELLEN KEITH is a 27-year-old 
writer of Dutch heritage currently 
residing in Amsterdam. She has 
an M.F.A. in creative writing from 
the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) and is an avid traveler with 
an awe-inspiring blog, La Viajera, 
where she documents her often 
daring adventures.

ELLEN KEITH 
The Dutch Wife

“I’m so impressed by the ambition and bravery of this novel. 
It confronts the very central ethical concerns and ques-
tions about what it is to be human in the world today, what 
good and evil are, what can be forgiven and what cannot. 
Literature at its very best tasks itself with these questions, 
and The Dutch Wife places itself in that noble tradition.”  
—Annabel Lyon, author of The Sweet Girl

In this remarkably assured and utterly compelling debut novel, 
Ellen Keith has written a sweeping story with the broad 
appeal of Jennifer Robson, the sophistication of Amor 
Towles, and the lyrical craftsmanship of Anthony Doerr. 

From the Netherlands to Germany to Argentina, The 
Dutch Wife braids together the stories of three individuals 
who share a dark secret and are entangled in two of the most 
oppressive reigns of terror in modern history. 

This is a novel about the blurred lines between love and 
lust, abuse and resistance, and right and wrong, as well as 
the capacity for ordinary people to persevere and do the 
unthinkable in extraordinary circumstances.

Historial Fiction • 256 pp • On Sale: April 17, 2018 • Rights available: World, all languages excluding Czech 
(Pavel Dobrovský – BETA s.r.o); USA (Park Row); Dutch (Prometheus)
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UZMA JALALUDDIN, a high 
school teacher, writes Samosas 
and Maple Syrup, a regular 
column about modern Muslim life 
for the Toronto Star. She’s also 
been a guest on the TV show 
Cityline, speaking on the Muslim 
experience.

UZMA JALALUDDIN

Ayesha At Last

“This is the book I’ve been waiting for since my long-running 
Jane Austen obsession. Move over Darcy, Khalid’s in town.”   
—S. K. Ali, author of Morris Award finalist, Saints and Misfits

Ayesha Shamsi lives with her boisterous extended Muslim 
family in Toronto. Dreams of being a spoken word poet have 
been set aside for a teaching job that will help Ayesha pay 
off her debts to her wealthy uncle. She must also keep an 
eye on her flighty younger cousin, Hafsa, a girl who is close 
to rejecting one hundred arranged marriage proposals. 
Though Ayesha is lonely, she won’t bend to the more tradi-
tional ways and have an arranged marriage for herself. Then, 
she meets Khalid. He’s smart and handsome—and conserva-
tive and judgmental. She is irritatingly attracted to someone 
who looks down on her choices and dresses like he belongs 
in 7th Century Arabia. But Khalid is also wrestling with what 
he believes and what he wants. And he just can’t get this 
beautiful, outspoken poet out of his mind. 

When a surprise engagement is announced between 
Khalid and Hafsa, Ayesha is torn between how she feels 
about the straightforward Khalid and the gossip she hears 
about his family. Looking into the rumours, she finds she has 
to deal with not only what she discovers about Khalid, but 
also the truth she realizes about herself.

Fiction/Romance • 320 pp • On Sale: June 12, 2018 • Rights available: World, English language excluding US 
(Berkley); Translation rights handled by Ann Collette at Rees Literary Agency
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MARK BOWDEN is the creator 
of TRUTHPLANE®, a communi-
cation training company with a 
unique methodology. He travels 
all over the world giving keynote 
speeches, and is the business 
presentation trainer for The 
Kellogg-Schulich Executive MBA, 
ranked #1 in the world by The 
Economist. Hundreds of thousands 
of people have watched his Tedx 
Talk, “The Importance of Being 
Inauthentic.” 

TRACEY THOMSON is the 
co-founder and VP Operations of 
TRUTHPLANE® and a business 
development specialist with a 
solid record in strategy, branding, 
sponsorship, sales, marketing, 
project management, and event 
organization. 

MARK BOWDEN AND 
TRACEY THOMSON
Truth and Lies
What People are Really Thinking

Understanding what people are really thinking, regardless 
of what they are saying, is an essential skill, whether you’re 
at a job interview, a cocktail party, searching LinkedIn, or just 
swiping right on a dating site. The ability to comprehend the 
nuances of what others are trying to tell you via their posture, 
hand gestures, eye contact or incessant iPhone fiddling, might 
be even more important than what you’re projecting yourself. 
Do they plan on making a deal with my company? Are they 
lying to me? Can I trust this person with my most intimate 
secrets? 

Truth and Lies is a fresh, insightful guide to reading body lan-
guage in the post-digital age. Bestselling authors Mark Bowden 
and Tracey Thomson illustrate the essential points of body lan-
guage using actual examples in key situations, leavened with 
humor and insights that you can use to your advantage in virtu-
ally all walks of life.

Business & Economics • 288 pp • On Sale: February 6, 2018 • Rights available: World, all languages excluding 
Japanese (Saizusha); Czech (Dobrovský s.r.o.); Spanish (Editorial Sirio)
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JEFFREY S.  ROSENTHAL
Born on Friday the 13th
Luck, Chance, and the Meaning  
of Everything

For centuries, people around the world have prayed for good 
luck and warded against bad. But is there such a thing as 
luck, or does luck often just explain common sense? Jeffrey 
S. Rosenthal, author of the international bestseller Struck by 
Lightning: The Curious World of Probabilities, was born on a 
Friday the thirteenth, a fact that he discovered long after 
he had become one of the world’s pre-eminent statisti-
cians. Had he been living ignorantly and innocently under an 
unlucky cloud for all those years? Or is thirteen just another 
number? As a scientist and a man of reason, Rosenthal has 
long considered the value of luck, good and bad, seeking 
to measure chance and hope in formulas scratched out on 
chalkboards.

In Born on Friday the Thirteenth, Rosenthal, with great 
humour and irreverence, divines the world of luck, fate and 
chance, putting his considerable scientific acumen to the 
test in deducing whether luck is real or the mere stuff of 
superstition.

Mathematics/Probability & Statistics • 304 pp • On Sale: October 2, 2018 • Rights available: World, all 
languages

JEFFREY S. ROSENTHAL is 
a professor of statistics at the 
University of Toronto, with a PhD 
in mathematics from Harvard. His 
first book, Struck by Lightning, was 
published in fourteen countries 
and in ten languages. Visit him at 
Probability.ca and on Twitter  
@ProbabilityProf. 
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JERRY LANGTON is a journalist 
and the author of eleven books. 
Over the past two decades, his 
work has appeared in the Toronto 
Star, The Globe and Mail, the 
National Post and Maclean’s.

True Crime/Organized Crime • 336 pp • On Sale: May 15, 2018 • Rights available: World, all languages

JERRY LANGTON
The Secret Life of Bikers
Hells Angels. Bandidos. Outlaws. Vagos. Television and movies 
glamourize bikers as freedom fighters, men who do things 
their own way, brothers in arms who party all the time and 
ride Harleys to escape everyday life, while news reports 
paint them as criminals, responsible for drug trafficking, 
brutal assaults and murder. What really goes on behind 
those heavily secured steel clubhouse doors?

In The Secret Life of Bikers, bestselling crime author Jerry 
Langton tells the stories of the men who live the biker life as 
they have never been told before. Langton has interviewed 
many bikers over the past decade and shares their stories 
in these pages, often in their own words. All told, this book 
offers highly unique and often bloody insights into the every-
day workings of motorcycle clubs: the club hierarchy, the club-
house, the parties, the initiation rituals, the brawls, the bodies 
and the brotherhood of blood.
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J. PAUL NADEAU is an admired 
international keynote speaker and 
lecturer, specializing in how to 
successfully negotiate in business 
and in life and on how to turn 
conflict into opportunity. He is a 
regular guest on CNN and was 
the closing speaker at the Toronto 
TEDx conference in 2015. Visit him 
at JPaulNadeau.com.

Self-Help/Motivational & Inspirational • 336 pp • On Sale: May 22, 2018 • Rights available: World, all lan-
guages excluding US, UK & Ireland (Harper360)

J. PAUL NADEAU
Take Control of Your Life
Rescue Yourself and Live the  
Life You Deserve

As a former police detective, hostage negotiator and inter-
national peacekeeper, J. Paul Nadeau spent more than thirty 
years working with victims and perpetrators and learning 
from top experts in abuse situations, murder investigations, 
hostage-takings, terrorist attacks and human behaviour in 
general. As a survivor of physical and emotional abuse by an 
alcoholic father, he experienced first-hand the loss of hope 
and destructive internal dialogue that can immobilize a per-
son as effectively as any prison.

In Take Control of Your Life, Nadeau combines his personal 
experiences and insights from his many years in the field to 
help us overcome the self-sabotaging thoughts and attitudes 
that prevent us from becoming our best selves and achieving 
our dreams to the fullest.



JUSTIN TRUDEAU is the leader 
of the Liberal Party of Canada 
and the nation’s newly elected 
prime minister. Prior to his role as 
an elected official, Trudeau was a 
teacher in British Columbia and 
an advocate for the environment 
and for youth. Trudeau was born 
on December 25, 1971, the eldest 
son of the late former prime 
minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and 
Margaret Sinclair Trudeau Kemper. 
He is married to Sophie Grégoire, 
and they have three children, 
Xavier, Ella-Grace, and Hadrien.

JUSTIN TRUDEAU 
Common Ground
In October 2015, Justin Trudeau led the Liberal Party of 
Canada to a stunning election victory. Campaigning on the 
principles of hope and hard work, Trudeau took the Liberals 
from 34 seats in 2011 to 184 seats and a majority government in 
an unprecedented electoral reversal. Canadians responded 
to his inclusive and optimistic vision of the country and 
returned him to 24 Sussex Drive not as the son of a prime 
minister but as the twenty-third prime minster of Canada.

Since becoming Canada’s Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau 
has been the subject of extensive international media, includ-
ing the New York Times, Rolling Stone, and Vogue magazine. 
He attended the United Nations Climate Change conference 
in Paris, the APEC Summit in the Philippines, and the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, where he addressed 
the gathering of world leaders and celebrities with a speech 
on “The Canadian Opportunity”.

In Common Ground, Justin Trudeau reveals how the events 
of his life have influenced him and formed the ideals that 
drive him today. We come to understand how Trudeau found 
his own voice and solidified his understanding of Canada’s 
strengths and promise as a nation. But mostly, Trudeau shares 
with readers his belief that Canada is a country made strong 
by its diversity, not in spite of it, and that our greatest potential 
lies in finding what unites us and in building on a sense of 
shared purpose—our common hopes and dreams—and in com-
ing together on common ground.

Autobiography • 352 pp • Available now • Rights available: World, all languages excluding China (Yilin Press), 
French (Les Éditions La Presse); German (F.A. Herbig Verlag); Thai (Matichon Publishing House); UK & 
Commonwealth ex. Canada (Oneworld Publications); US (Harper360); Urdu in Pakistan (Paramount Books); 
Spanish (Centro Libros); Hungarian (Athenaeum Publishing House); Vietnamese (Tre Publishing House); 
Portugese in Brazil exlusive & non-exclusive Portugese language throughout the world ex. Portugal, Angola 
and Mozambique (Editora Bestseller Ltd); Greek (En Plo Editions)
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GREG WELLS, PhD, is a physi-
ologist, researcher and professor 
of high-performance sports at 
the University of Toronto. Wells 
trains and coaches Olympic and 
elite athletes around the world 
and was the sports science and 
sports medicine analyst for CTV’s 
Olympic broadcasts. Visit his web-
site at www.drgregwells.com.

GREG WELLS 

The Ripple Effect
Sleep Better, Eat Better, Move Better, 
Think Better 

In his new book, Dr. Greg Wells offers concrete strategies on 
how to get better and stay better—not just for a few weeks or a 
few months, but for life. Optimal well-being is obtained through 
a commitment to the “holy trinity” of healthy living—eating bet-
ter, moving better, sleeping better. Together these lead to peak 
physical performance.

With tremendous insight into the physiology of the human 
body and the reasons mankind has evolved the way it has, The 
Ripple Effect exposes exercise and diet myths, inspiring you 
and leading you on a clear path to achieving a health and 
fitness transformation. With small—and very achievable—daily 
changes in your life, you’ll see the incredible effects of aggre-
gate gains that professional athletes know.

You’ll learn how:
• Eating broccoli provides the body with more protein 

per calorie than eating steak
• Using one teaspoon less of sugar per day would help 

you lose four pounds of fat per year
• Walking for fifteen minutes per day decreases your risk 

of cancer by fifty per cent

And much more.

Health & Fitness/Healthy Living • 288 pp • Available now • Rights available: World, all languages excluding 
Portuguese in Portugal (Castor de Papel); Estonian (Kirjastus Pegasus OU)
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Personal Memoir • 336 pp • Available now • Rights available: World, translation

BARBARA BRACHT DONSKY, 
a magna cum laude graduate of 
Hunter College with an MS from 
Long Island University and an EdD 
from Hofstra University, has written 
numerous articles and short stories 
for journals around the world. She 
lives with her husband in New York, 
where she writes a weekly blog, 
Desperately Seeking Paris. Visit 
her at: www.BarbaraDonsky.com.

BARBARA BRACHT 
DONSKY
Missing Mother
A Heartbreaking Story of Loss,  
Family Secrets and a Daughter’s Search 
For Her Mother

“A triumphant story of a woman coming to terms with the loss of 
her mother and an inspiring, though haunting, testament to the 
endurance of the human spirit.”—Kirkus Reviews

When young Barbara Bracht’s mother suddenly vanishes 
from her life, no one tells her that her mother has died 
while giving birth to her younger brother, Eddie. Her father 
is intent upon erasing any memory of his dead wife, but 
Barbara continues to believe that her mother is missing until 
a cousin finally tells her the truth. As the years of decep-
tion unravel, the tough and sassy Barbara struggles to pur-
sue her own dreams and make peace with a crushing family 
secret. Offering hope, Missing Mother is a captivating story 
that asks us to consider what parents owe their children, and 
how far a child will go to keep the memory of her mother 
alive.

2017 IPBA Benjamin Franklin Silver Medal Winner
2017 National Indie Excellence Finalist Award

2017 Independent Press Award “Distinguished Favorite”
2017 Beverly Hills Book Awards Silver Medal
2016 Readers’ Favorite Silver Medal
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PAUL COVELLO is an illustrator, 
designer and motion graphics artist. 
Visit him online at paulcovello.com.

Juvenile Fiction/Concepts/Alphabet • 30 pp • Full-colour illustrations • On Sale: May 15, 2018 • Rights avail-
able: World, all languages

PAUL COVELLO
Everyday ABC
From the author of the beloved and bestselling Canada 
ABC comes this classic alphabet book, bringing everyday 
objects and animals vividly to life for the youngest book 
lovers.
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SARAH HOWDEN is a writer and 
editor. She lives with her husband 
and young daughter in Toronto, 
Ontario.

NICK CRAINE is a visual artist 
from Guelph, Ontario, Canada. 
His illustrations have appeared in 
The Atlantic Monthly, The New York 
Times, The Washington Post and 
The New Republic. He is a much 
sought after conceptual illustrator 
whose drawings have helped his 
clients win the business of RIM, 
Ford, Telus, Smirnoff, Pepsi, TD 
Canada Trust and many more.

SARAH HOWDEN 
ILLUSTRATED BY NICK CRAINE

5-Minute Stories for Fearless Girls

Meet smart, fearless and inspiring women from around 
the world.

5-Minute Stories for Fearless Girls features women who have 
pursued their dreams, changed our world, and shown every-
one what women can do. From aviation pioneers to leading sci-
entists and gold-medal athletes to princesses, these incredible 
stories are perfect for bedtimes and on the go!

Juvenile Non-Fiction/Biography & Autobiography • 176 pp • On Sale: May 1, 2018 • Rights available: World, 
all languages, excluding US, UK, & Ireland (Harper360)
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Juvenile Non-Fiction/Sports & Recreation • 192 pp • On Sale: October 7, 2017 • Rights available: World, all 
languages

SARAH HOWDEN 
ILLUSTRATED BY NICK CRAINE

5-Minute Basketball Stories
Go courtside with the biggest stars and greatest games!

 5-Minute Basketball Stories is an action-packed collection 
of twelve tales about today’s superstars, NBA legends, and 
the best basketball games of all time. From incredible game-
winning dunks, to jaw-dropping world records, to edge-
of-your-seat comebacks—each story is perfect for reading 
aloud in five minutes.

And a few years before that, you were 
playing the Cleveland Cavaliers in 
the first round of the finals. The Bulls 
were down by one, and the crowd was 
celebrating as if your team had already 
lost. They thought the game was over.

6 76

With only three seconds left, you turned things around. 

You got the ball, launched yourself into the air, hung 
around there for a minute, took a shot . . . and made the 
basket. The Bulls won. People still talk about that play.
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ALBANIAN/BULGARIAN
Andrew Nurnberg Associates
11 Slaveikov Square, 3rd Floor
P.O. Box 453
Sofia 1000
BULGARIA
Contact: Anna Droumeva 
Email: anna@anas-bg.com 

CHINESE/TAIWANESE/ 
VIETNAMESE/MALAYSIAN
Big Apple Tuttle-Mori Agency
3/F, No. 838, Zhongshan Bei Rd.
Zhabei District, 
Shanghai 200070
PR China
Contact: Lily President Chen
Email: lily-shanghai@bigapple-china.com 

CROATIAN/MONTENEGRIN/
SERBIAN/SLOVENIAN
Plima Literarna Agencija
Branka Copica 20/8
11160 Belgrade
Serbia and Montenegro
Contact: Mila Perisic
Email: mila@plimaliterary.rs

CZECH & SLOVAKIAN
Andrew Nurnberg Associates 
Jugoslavskych partyzanu 17
Praha 6 160 00
Czech Republic 
Contact: Lucie Poláková
Email: polakova@nurnberg.cz

DANISH/FINNISH/ 
ICELANDIC/NORWEGIAN/
SWEDISH
Ia Atterholm Agency
Västra Rönneholmsvägen 35 

SE-217 41 
Malmö, Sweden
Contact: Ia Atterholm
Email: ia.atterholm@telia.com

DUTCH
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency
Oostenburgervoorstraat 130
1018 MR Amsterdam
Holland 
Contact: Marianne Schönbach
Email: m.schonbach@schonbach.nl 

ESTONIAN/LATVIAN/ 
LITHUANIAN 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates
P.O. Box 77
LV-1011 Riga
Latvia
Contact: Tatjana Zoldnere
Email: zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

FRENCH
Montreal-Contacts/The Rights Agency
C.P. 596-C
Montreal, QC
H2L 4K4
Canada
Contact: Jean-Sebastien Dufresne 
Email: jsdufresne@montreal-contacts.com

GERMAN
Paul and Peter Fritz AG Agency 
OstFach 1773
8032  Zurich
Switzerland 
Contact: Christian Dittus
Email: cdittus@fritzagency.com 

GREEK
JLM Literary Agency
9 Andrea Metaxa Street
106 81 Athens
Greece
Contact: Nelly Moukakou
Email: jlm@internet.gr

HEBREW
The Deborah Harris Agency
9 Yael St.
Jerusalem 93502
Israel
Contact: Geula Geurts
Email: geula@thedeborahharrisagency 
.com

HUNGARIAN
Andrew Nurnberg Literary Agency 
Budapest
Budapest, Győri út 20
Hungary-1123 
Contact: Susanna Vojacsek 
Email: rights@nurnberg.hu

INDONESIAN/VIETNAMESE
Maxima Creative Agency
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JL.Kelapa Puan 19 Blok AJ-4 No. 11
Gading Serpong - Tangerang 15810
Indonesia
Contact: Santo Manurung
Email: santo@cbn.net.id

ITALIAN
The Italian Literary Agency Srl
Via E. de Amicis, 53
20123 Milano
Contact: Claire Sabatie-Garat
Email: claire.sabatiegarat@italianliterary 
.com
JAPANESE
The English Agency (Japan) Ltd.
Sakuragi Bldg. 4F,
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama
Minato-Ku
107-0062 Tokyo
Japan
Contact: Hamish Macaskill
Email: hamish@eaj.co.jp

Tuttle-Mori Agency (Japan)
2-15, Kanda Jimbocho,
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 101 0051
Japan
Contact: Makiko Takeuchi 
Email: makiko@tuttlemori.com

Timo Associates (Robin Sharma)
5-24-5 Koenji Minami, 
Suginami-ku
Tokyo  166-0003
Japan
Contact: Miyo Kai 
Email: m.kai@timo.co.jp

KOREAN
Shin Won Agency Co.
373-3, Seogyo-dong

Mapo-ku, Seoul 121-839
Korea
Contact: Joe Moon
Email: joe@shinwonagency.co.kr 

POLISH
Graal Ltd.
Pruszkowska 29, lok. 252
02-119  Warszawa
Poland 
Contact: Tomasz Berezinski 
Email: tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl

PORTUGESE IN BRAZIL
The Riff Agency
Avenida Calógeras, #6
Room 1007, 10th floor
Centro-Rio de Janiero - RJ
Brazil
Contact: Roberto Matos 
Email: roberto@agenciariff.com.br

SPANISH/CATALAN/ 
PORTUGESE OUTSIDE BRAZIL
Agencia Literaria Carmen Balcells SA
Diagonal 580
E-08021 Barcelona
Spain
Contact: Anna Bofill
Email: a.bofill@agenciabalcells.com

ROMANIAN
Simona Kessler International Copyright 
Agency
Str. Banul Antonache 37
011663 Bucharest 1
Romania
Contact: Simona Kessler
Email: simona@kessler-agency.ro

RUSSIAN
Synopsis Literary Agency
PO Box 114
Troitskaya Street 7/1
129090 Moscow
Russia
Contact: Natalia Sanina
Email: nat@synopsis-agency.ru

TURKISH
Akcali Copyright Agency
Bahariye Cad. 8/9-10
Kadikoy 34714
Istanbul
Turkey
Contact: Kezban Akcali
Email: kezban@akcalicopyright.com

THAI
Tuttle-Mori Agency (Thailand)
6th Floor, Siaim Inter-Comics Bldg.
459 Soi Pibsonoppathum (Ladpras 48)
Samsen Nole, Huay Kwang
Bangkok 10320
Thailand
Contact: Pimolporn Yutisri 
Email: pimolporn@tuttlemori.co.th

UNITED STATES
Inkwell Management (selected titles)

FOR ALL OTHER TERRITORIES OR 
GENERAL QUERIES:
Geoff Parent
HarperCollins Publishers Ltd.
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower
22 Adelaide Street West, 41st floor
Toronto, ON M5H 4E3
Geoff.Parent@harpercollins.com


